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Columbia, MO
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank attendees for joining us, and to NKH MO/MOFACT for the invitation to speak.No Kid Hungry is a national campaign working to end childhood hunger by connecting kids to the healthy food they need every day, with a special focus on summer meals, school breakfast and afterschool meals. The No Kid Hungry Center for Best Practices provides the tools and resources needed to help elected officials and their staff, educators and community leaders achieve success in fighting childhood hunger. We provide tools and resources, case studies, reports, webinars, and trainings. We also share expertise and provide technical assistance to organizations or agencies working to end hunger in their state or community.



Session Agenda

The Need for Summer Meals
Summer Meals: Program Basics

Key Planning Resources for Summer 2019
Early Planning for a Successful Summer

Wrap-up

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal: Ground attendees with basic knowledge about summer meals, provide access to key resources to support excellence in programming, and provide guidance on how to plan for a successful program in 2019.Review agenda.



Your guide for today’s journey:

Derrick Lambert, Senior Manager
No Kid Hungry Center for Best Practices
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SCHOOL MEALS IN MISSOURI

50%
Children enrolled in MO 

schools eligible for a 
free or reduced price 

meal464,166
Kids1

1Source: DESE Lunch Participation data, Oct2017

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ADD IN NOTESNearly half a million and their families children rely on school breakfast and lunch. When school is out of session, children lose access to these programs, with only a fraction able to access summer meals that are meant to fill the gap.



THE NEED FOR SUMMER MEALS
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Nationwide, summer meals are only meeting 12 percent of the 
need faced by hungry kids during the summer months.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There’s a huge gap, in Missouri and across the country, between children who have access to school meals and those who receive meals during the summer months. Nationwide, summer meals are only meeting 12 percent of the need faced by hungry kids during the summer months.At the same time, there’s no other source of income or resources that readily supports families during this time. Without additional income, tight family budgets are stretched even thinner.In order to increase program participation, summer programs require the following:Visibility within the communityAssociation with a trusted institutionSite locations that are convenient for childrenand familiesCo-location of activities and/or services



MISSOURI’S SUMMER GAP
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6

4,271,391
more summer meals served

37 more meals

per school per day

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ADD IN NOTESHighlight opportunity to draw down millions of dollars in reimbursement revenue to support child nutrition and stimulate local economies.



THE NEED FOR SUMMER MEALS
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Impact on Health Impact on Learning Impact on Family

Source:  Summer Nutrition Program Social Impact Analysis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the absence of healthy, nutritious meals during the summertime, we know that families and children struggle.Impact on health:Without access to nutritious summer meals, children from low-income families are more likely to suffer from food insecurity and may gain weight as they resort to less healthy, but easily accessible, food options. Improving nutrition and food security can help children maintain a healthy body mass index (BMI) during the summer. When a child gains weight, he/she is more susceptible to chronic diseases which may result in frequent hospitalization.Impact on learning:Proper nutrition supports continued brain development and the cognitive functioning necessary to maintain academic achievements made during the school year.Summer nutrition programs provide foods that contain essential nutrients and may help mitigate summer learning loss. Consumption of nutritious food not only supports better cognitive functioning in the summer, it also positions children from low-income families to learn and perform well once they return to the classroom. What’s more, many summer nutrition programs are located alongside opportunities for learning and socialization that support school readiness in the fall.Impact on family:The struggle to replace school meals creates economic hardship for already struggling families. This leads to painful tradeoffs that have negative a negative impact on all family members (read numbers from slide). Often thought of as a time to enjoy the break from school, summer can also mean a break from food, as Child Nutrition Programs are not as easily accessible while children are not attending school.

http://bestpractices.nokidhungry.org/resource-center/download?id=0B2DlBiC2i6EHaE4zUWNBX0FZM1k
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Congress
Legislates the program and the funding

USDA
Oversees national implementation, sets 
rules and regulations, disburses funds

State Agencies
Oversee implementation in the state, approve 

actors, monitor program, disburse funds

Sponsors
Direct meal programs, accountable for 

providing meals and contracts

Sites
Points of service – where meals meet kids; 

target communities of need

Vendors
Contract with sponsors, provides 

meals for sites

HOW SUMMER MEALS WORK

Authorizing legislation: 
Richard B. Russell National 
School Lunch Act

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Federally funded and regulated, state-administered, locally-implemented.Highlight difference between sponsors and sites.Federal Child Nutrition Programs are entitlement programs, meaning that reimbursement dollars are available to all programs that serve children in compliance with federal regulations (i.e. there is no maximum dollar amount). Funding authorization for these programs is derived from specific legislation that is separate from yearly budget appropriations. Changes to these programs may occur when Congress alters language in authorizing legislation through a process know as Child Nutrition Reauthorization. The last successful CNR occurred in 2010 with the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act.

https://www.fns.usda.gov/richard-b-russell-national-school-lunch-act


SUMMER MEALS: PROGRAM BASICS
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The Summer Food Service Program (SFSP) is a federally-funded, 
state-administered, and locally-sponsored program of the USDA that 

allows children to access nutritious meals free of charge when school is 
out. Schools also have the option of serving summer meals through the 

National School Lunch Program (NSLP) Seamless Summer Option 
(SSO).

Key program details (SFSP+SSO):
Serves children 18 and under
Congregate meal requirement

Eligibility criteria: school or census tract data
Up to two meals/day (for most sites)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Congregate meal requirement: all meals consumed onsite in a supervised settingSchool or census tract data: indicates half or more children in the community reside in low-income households (185 percent of poverty)Two meals/day: breakfast, lunch, snack, supper (any combination except lunch and supper)



KEY PROGRAM SIMILARITIES: SFSP V. SSO
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Common site types: Open, closed enrolled, camps
• Open: All children 18 and under may participate on a drop-in basis: no need to sign up or register
• Closed enrolled: Serves an identified group of primarily low-income children (50% or more) who

are enrolled in advance; reimbursement provided for all meals served
• Camps: Serve specific children within an identified group who are enrolled in advance; 

reimbursement provided only for meals served to participants meeting income guidelines

Participant eligibility: determined at either the community or individual level, dependent
upon site type
• Open: determined at the community level using school or census block group data (next slide)
• Closed enrolled: determined at the individual level using school meals data and/or income

eligibility applications. Contact your state agency for additional guidance.
• Camps: determined at the individual level using income eligibility applications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Site types:Open sites are the gold standard for reaching underserved communities with summer meals programming. These are sites where any child can participate in the program on a drop-in basis: there is no need to register, qualify or call ahead. These programs are truly open to the community, with eligibility determined at the community level using school or census block group data. This means an individual child or family is under no obligation to disclose income information, place of residence or immigration status.Closed enrolled sites are a useful option if your program will serve an identified group of children over the course of the summer, the majority of whom are identified as low-income. By documenting that 50 percent or more of identified children are low income, you are able to receive reimbursement for meals served to all children in this identified group. In this case, eligibility is determined at the individual level; once the 50 percent threshold is satisfied for the group of children you plan to serve, all qualifying meals are eligible for reimbursement. There is no obligation to establish eligibility at the community level to serve meals under the ‘closed enrolled’ site type. One key drawback of this site type is that you are unable to receive reimbursement for meals served to children on a drop-in basis who are not identified in advance. Contact your state agency for additional guidance regarding this site type.Camps are a summer meals site type whereby children identified as low-income are eligible to receive meals. These children must be enrolled in advance of service, and reimbursement dollars are provided only for meals served to children identified as low-income. Under this site type, individual eligibility is the sole criteria for service/reimbursement. One advantage of this site type is that identified children whose families satisfy income eligibility requirements may be served regardless of the income status of the larger group or community.Ask Marla to weigh in with her perspective (educate stakeholders re: open v. closed); receptiveness of stakeholders and success of model.



KEY PROGRAM SIMILARITIES: SFSP V. SSO
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Area eligibility: used to determine community (categorical) eligibility for at open sites
• School meals data: At least 50 percent of enrolled children are deemed eligible for free or reduced price school

meals under the NSLP or School Breakfast Program (SBP)
• Any summer meal site location within the school attendance area of an ‘area eligible’ school may operate

as an open site.
• Census data: The most recent census data available indicates that at least 50 percent of children residing in a 

given Census Block Group or Census Tract are eligible for free or reduced price school meals
• Any summer meal site location within a Census Block Group or Census Tract deemed ‘area eligible’ may

operate as an open site. Learn more.

Pro tips:
1. Once established, area eligibility for sites remains valid for five years.
2. In some cases, USDA allows averaged eligibility to qualify sites adjacent to low-income areas. Learn more.
3. If you are aware of ‘pockets of poverty’ in otherwise ineligible communities (i.e. HUD sites), contact your state 

agency for additional support. There may be other opportunities to establish area eligibility for these sites.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Area eligibility must be established to operate open summer meals sites: There are two ways to establish area eligibility, either of which is sufficient to do so.School meals data: At least 50 percent of enrolled children qualify for FRP meals.Where this is the case, any site located in the attendance area of a qualifying school may operate as an open site, regardless of whether the sponsor or site is associated with that school. If you have questions about the attendance area of schools in the vicinity of your proposed site, reach out to your state agency for guidance.Census tract/block group data: At least 50 percent of children (0-12 or 0-18) are identified as eligible for FRP meals.FY data is updated on a yearly basis and available for review using the USDA area eligibility mapper (linked above).Either school meals data or census data may be used to establish program eligibility to operate open sites.Review pro tips

https://www.fns.usda.gov/areaeligibility
http://bestpractices.nokidhungry.org/Averaged-Eligibility-Map


KEY PROGRAM DIFFERENCES: SFSP V. SSO 
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Summer Food Service Program (SFSP)
• Sponsorship available to School Food 

Authorities (SFAs), government entities, 
and nonprofit organizations

• Program sponsors enter into a signed
agreement with the administering state 
agency to operate the SFSP

• Simplified meal pattern
• Highest per-meal reimbursement of any

Child Nutrition Program

Seamless Summer Option (SSO)
• Sponsorship available only to 

School Food Authorities (SFAs)
• Extension of existing NSLP sponsor 

agreement
• NSLP/SBP rules apply for meal

service
• Meals served are reimbursed at the 

NSLP/SBP ‘free rates’

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Summarize similarities/differences:Similarity: both programs can be used to serve meals at school and community-based sitesDifference: only schools may be sponsors under SSO; under SFSP, schools, community-based nonprofits and government entities may sponsor the programDifference: SSO is an extension of an existing NSLP agreement schools have with state agencies; SFSP is a separate program application with a signed agreement to operate the programDifference: SSO, as an extension of the National School Lunch Program, has the same meal pattern requirements and meal reimbursement rates as the NSLP and SBP; SFSP has a separate, simplified meal pattern and receives a higher per-meal reimbursement rate.SSO continues to accrue commodity payments at customary NSLP/SBP ratesSFSP receives higher cash payments and minimal commodity payments for meals served (1.5 cents/meal)Similarity: USDA commodity foods may be procured to support both SSO and SFSP meal service operations.ASK MARLA FOR HER TAKE ON WHICH PROGRAM TO TAKE ON.Marla: procurement + cost factors (bring to light differences between SFSP + SSO)



SFSP: MEAL PATTERN AND REIMBURSEMENT
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Meal reimbursement: Up to two daily meals may be reimbursed at most sites; all meals must satisfy 
the congregate meal requirement
• Open and closed enrolled sites: may serve up to two meals per day
• Camps: may serve up to three meals per day (contact your state agency for more information)
• Congregate meal requirement: meals must be consumed onsite in a supervised setting

Meal pattern: Simplified meal pattern with four meal components: (1) milk, (2) fruit and/or vegetable, 
(3) grain, and (4) meat/meat alternate.
• Breakfast: grain, fruit/vegetable, milk (required); meat/meat alternate (optional)
• Lunch/Supper: grain, fruit/vegetable (two servings), milk, meat/meat alternate (required)
• Snack: two of four meal components must be served

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SFSP meal pattern:Difference between food components and food itemsComponent: A food component is one of the food groups that comprise a reimbursable meal. There are four components in the SFSP: milk, fruit and/or vegetable, grain, and meat/meat alternateItem: a food item is a specific food offered within a food component. For example, a serving of blueberries is an item within the fruit/vegetable component.There are varying number of required food items and components dependent of the meal being served and as listed on the slide, for breakfast, lunch/supper, and snack. Consult with your state agency and refer to the USDA Nutrition Guide for additional guidance.Note: sponsors reserve the options to serve additional foods beyond established minimum meal pattern requirements. Meal patterns in the SFSP were designed for chidren aged 6-12 and may not be suitable for all children attending a site. Sponsors may serve additional foods beyond established minimums where appropriate, and may also be approved to follow the Child and Adult Care Food Program (CACFP) meal pattern for children under six years old. Please note that sponsors must receive approval from their administering state agency prior to serving meals to infants under 1 and must adhere to CACFP infant meal pattern requirements.The maximum number of reimbursable meals per day is two for most sites, with the possibility of three meals/day at day camps, residential camps or sites primarily serving migrant children. If you plan to operate a camp and would like to claim reimbursement for three daily meals, contact your state agency for additional guidance.



SFSP: 2018 REIMBURSEMENT RATES
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Per meal
rates

Lower 48 States Alaska Hawai’i

Rural or 
self-prep

All other
sites

Rural or 
self-prep

All other
sites

Rural or 
self-prep

All other
sites

Breakfast $2.23 $2.19 $3.63 $3.56 $2.62 $2.57

Lunch/ 
Supper $3.92 $3.86 $6.36 $6.26 $4.60 $4.52

Snack $0.93 $0.91 $1.50 $1.47 $1.09 $1.06

Note: Reimbursement is for meals served, not meals prepared.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As discussed, SFSP includes the highest level of reimbursement of all federal Child Nutrition Programs.Reimbursement rates are slightly higher for the following:Sponsors located in rural areas and those preparing their own meals at a site or central facility (instead of purchasing meals from a vendor)Rates are significantly higher for sponsors in Alaska and Hawai’i to reflect increased operating costs in those locations.Note the difference in reimbursement rate for different meal types. Reimbursement is for meals served, not meals prepared.



SFSP: LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PROGRAM
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USDA Program Guidance & Resources:
• Summer meals fact sheet (English/Spanish)
• Administrative Guide
• Summer Nutrition Guide
• Sponsor monitor’s guide
• Site supervisor’s guide (English/Spanish)
• Summer meals toolkit

Identify your administering state agency.

Visit the No Kid Hungry Center for Best 
Practices website.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Learn more about the programTap into existing USDA resources that provide an overview of the program, guidance on program administration, monitoring and nutrition, as well as insight on core planning and expansion strategies to ensure successful program operations.Identify your administering state agency and engage them early to establish a positive working relationship and POC to help you navigate questions and challenges that arise as you plan for and begin operations.Visit the No Kid Hungry Center for Best Practices to plug into additional training opportunities and access resources to engage in effective program planning, community collaboration and adoption of identified best practices.For Marla: How do you and members of your team stay up to date on the program?Required state agency trainingSite staff trainingMake trainings to be interactive/develop a relationship (true partnership)Need each other to be successfulFederal requirementBuild in time and capacityPause for audience Q&A

https://www.fns.usda.gov/sites/default/files/sfsp/SFSP-Fact-Sheet.pdf
https://www.fns.usda.gov/sites/default/files/sfsp/SFSP-Fact-Sheet-2017-Spanish.pdf
https://www.fns.usda.gov/sites/default/files/sfsp/SFSP_Admin_Guide_Sept2016.pdf
https://fns-prod.azureedge.net/sites/default/files/sfsp/USDA_SFSP_NutritionGuide.pdf
https://www.fns.usda.gov/sites/default/files/sfsp/SFSPSponsorMonitorsGuide2017.pdf
https://www.fns.usda.gov/sites/default/files/sfsp/SFSP-Supervisor%20Guide%202017_RELEASE.pdf
https://www.fns.usda.gov/sites/default/files/sfsp/SFSPSupervisorGuideEspanol.pdf
https://www.fns.usda.gov/sfsp/summer-meals-toolkit
https://www.fns.usda.gov/sfsp/sfsp-contacts
http://bestpractices.nokidhungry.org/programs/summer-meals


SUMMER MEALS: PLANNING  AHEAD FOR 2019

August/September 2018
• Assess strengths/areas requiring attention                                             
• Review site feedback

Fall 2018
• Review previous summer participation
• Review summer financial information
• Review participation information vs. eligible 

areas not served
• Identify preliminary goals for summer 2019

16

Winter 2019
• Contact 2018 sites for continued participation
• Contact all eligible locations 
• Create workgroup to increase participation

Spring 2019
• Submit SFSP application
• Finalize initial site list
• Confirm meal distribution plan/model
• Plan summer menus
• Purchase menu items
• Finalize site start/end date
• Develop training schedule

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Walk through slide basics w/ disclaimer that these planning steps are especially relevant for returning sponsors.Contrast early planning for returning sponsors/sites v. those new to programReturning sponsors/sites: assess past program operations to identify underserved communities and areas for improvementIncorporate information about your program into a landscape analysis of enabling/constraining factors for program accessNew sponsors/sites: immerse yourself in learning about the program; assess the current level of service coverage in your communityIdentify who may already participate in the program as a sponsor or site; engage these folks to identify opportunities to get involvedMay be a need for program sponsorship; where strong sponsors currently exist, it may make more sense to come on as a site (minimize paperwork and streamline onboarding)Marla: Discuss specific actions from each category



SUMMER PLANNING  2019
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Key Success Factors:

17

Returning
Sponsors: Identify 

Key Learnings from
2018

Establish Target 
Areas for Program 

Expansion

Determine What
Success Looks 

Like

Engage in Effective 
Community 
Partnership

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Roll-up from previous discussionReturning v. new sponsorsHighlight that goal-setting and community collaboration often occur in tandem as partners work together to establish a shared vision for successTransition to question for MarlaMARLA: Adjusting the lens: vision doesn’t always translate when it’s happening (why the perspectives of other organizations and community stakeholders are important)Provide example (walk-in locations) w/ PB&J sandwichesGetting the job done isn’t just getting the job done (understanding how to meet the needs of the people you’re serving)Don’t overextend yourself and make promises you can’t keep.Audience Q&A



• Summer Action Plan
• Summer Operational

Plan
• No Kid Hungry 

Summer Meals
Calculator
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SUMMER MEALS: MOVE FROM 101 TO 201

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Present resources developed by the School Nutrition Foundation, in partnership with Share Our Strength:Summer Action Plan: This template will help you create an action plan by walking you through the steps necessary to implement the summer meals program in your district. The steps for your action plan will be: A) thinking and researching about a new program, B) identifying and recruiting sites and building stakeholder support, C) planning program details and logistics, D) initiating program implementation, and E) monitoring program progress. Summer Operational Plan: This resources supports program sponsors as they operationalize a plan to engage key stakeholders, determine service models and develop menu plans, identify equipment/capacity needs and put together a budget based on projected meals served with corresponding revenue.These resources will help enable in-depth summer meals planning and are a supplement to required state agency administrative requirements to operate the program. These resources include considerations specific to school-based sponsors, but are also useful for community-based sponsors planning a summer meals program.Recognize Marla as someone who contributed to development of the toolkit, solicit additional comments.If time allows:No Kid Hungry Summer Meals Calculator:No Kid Hungry’s Summer Meals Calculator is a dynamic planning tool for sponsors that allows for a careful consideration of both resources and costs associated with program operations, including a sensitivity analysis that forecasts financial outcomes based on varying levels of service. This tool accounts for numerous variables related to budget development, including mobile meals. Users are able to enter information specific to their program and receive revenue projections to aid in planning.

http://schoolnutritionfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/SNF-Summer-Action-Plan.pdf
http://schoolnutritionfoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/SNF-Summer-Operational-Plan.pdf
http://bestpractices.nokidhungry.org/resource-center/download?id=1eG4QhBxkrtAjTtjfMHVUAw-Gi8F5rJfj


VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND RESOURCES

bestpractices.nokidhungry.org
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The best way to locate featured No Kid Hungry training opportunities and resources is to visit our website, bestpractices.nokidhungry.org. We especially encourage users to sign up for our monthly newsletter to receive regular updates on new resources, upcoming webinars, partner updates and other events of interest directly into your inbox.



Derrick Lambert, Senior Manager
No Kid Hungry 
Center for Best Practices
E: dlambert@strength.org
P: 202.478.6519
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
More questions? Contact us at bestpractices@strength.org.Derrick

mailto:dlambert@strength.org
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